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Abstract
Reservations to international treaties represent one of the most difficult areas to negotiate
through in international law. The difficulties with reservations lie in their legal applicability
and the political implications that reservations create for the subsequent utilization of the
treaty and its members. The full extent of these difficulties has recently been displayed in the
International Whaling Commission. In this instance, although the reservation was
ultimately successful, a certain amount of integrity was retained by the Commission as it
ultimately controlled the process and the overall decision was not dictated to the Commission
on a bilateral basis.

1 Introduction
In late 2002, Iceland was readmitted as a member of the International Whaling
Commission (IWC) as a signatory to the International Convention on the Regulation
of Whaling (ICRW).1 This readmission followed an acrimonious process in two earlier
meetings when their attempt to rejoin the IWC was rejected. Its initial attempts were
refused by a majority vote by the IWC because of the ‘conditional’ reservation to the
Schedule which is attached to the ICRW. The second time Iceland was refused
membership (the majority of the IWC agreed that the issue had effectively been dealt
with at the meeting in the previous year as the reservation was substantially the same
as their first attempt) they left the meeting, refusing to even participate as an observer
nation2 and indicated their intention to resume their international trade in whale
meat (following a 14-year hiatus) regardless.3
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Iceland did not get to carry this threat out, as they were victorious in joining the
IWC with their third attempt. This success for Iceland occurred because the Chair
chose not to follow his earlier decision (i.e. that the matter had been dealt with earlier
because the reservation was the same). Accordingly, with the third attempt, the Chair
implicitly suggested that the Reservation this time was different, and as such, the issue
had to be dealt with afresh. Although this was challenged, a series of votes were
undertaken, trying to force the Chair to lead one way or another (on whether it was a
different reservation or not). After an exhausting and confusing process (including
Iceland being able to vote on their own admission), Sweden decided that this was a
new Reservation (and effectively swung the balance of power against those who
wanted to keep Iceland out of the IWC with its reservation). This subtle change
allowed a sequence to follow, in which after a 19/18 vote that it was a new
reservation, a number of other reticent countries (such as Ireland) decided to no
longer contest the Icelandic membership bid, and welcomed Iceland (although they,
and many others, made it clear that their objections to Iceland’s reservation stood,
irrespective of their being seated as a member government of the ICRW). Despite
Iceland’s eventual success in gaining membership to the IWC with a reservation, this
controversy raised many questions of international law, which this article seeks to
answer.

2 Iceland at the IWC
Iceland, although not an original signatory to the ICRW in 1946, deposited a receipt
of notification of adherence with the depository the following year. For the majority of
its time within the IWC, it was broadly in the ‘pro-whaling’ camp. This stance became
pronounced when the moratorium on commercial whaling was finally agreed (see
below) and Iceland vowed to keep whaling. However, Iceland elected not to continue
whaling which, in accordance with the ICRW, it could have done by entering an
objection to the moratorium as embodied in Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule. Instead,
to avoid confrontation with strong opposing countries including the United States, it
began conducting whaling under the scientific loophole found in Article VIII of the
ICRW. The utilization of this loophole became controversial as the scientific merits of
the research were solidly criticized, as was the practice of exporting the resulting
whale meat to Japan.4 In the face of mounting external criticism of this practice
Iceland threatened ‘severe repercussions in the attitude of Iceland towards the
Commission’5 before stopping the practice of scientific whaling in 1989.6 The
following year, after applying for quotas which were refused by the IWC, Iceland
threatened to leave the IWC and to set up a rival body of its own to regulate whaling in
the North Atlantic. It was suggested that this would be an ‘alternative framework for
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discussing the . . . rational management’ of marine resources in the North Atlantic.7

This organization was to eventually become the North Atlantic Marine Mammal
Commission (NAMMCO)8 (which, unlike the IWC, is a controlled membership
organization9 and actively desires to lethally take whales and other marine mammals
on a sustainable basis). However, before Iceland came to actively promote NAMMCO
it had to leave the IWC. They promised to do this in 1991 as the then proposed
scientific basis for whaling did ‘not allow whaling soon enough or on a large enough
scale to satisfy Iceland’. Iceland believed that it was safe (in conservation terms) to set
its own quotas in its own waters ‘regardless of any limit that might be set down by the
new management procedure’.10 The following year Iceland left the IWC (and
threatened to renew its commercial whaling outside of the ambit of the IWC)11 after
complaining that the change of emphasis (i.e. the moratorium on commercial
whaling) within the IWC gave ‘Iceland the right to leave’.12 In doing so, they
suggested that the IWC ‘is no longer a viable forum for international co-operation on
the conservation and management of the whale population in our region’.13

3 Iceland’s Reservation
Despite these earlier actions, in the late 1990s, Iceland began suggesting that it may
rejoin the IWC before attempting to do so in 2001 and 2002. However, their
application to rejoin the IWC was not straightforward, as they attempted to do so with
a ‘reservation’,14 which they deemed conditional on their readherence. Specifically,
their notification to the United States (the depository under the ICRW) with its
instrument of adherence contained the following reservation:

. . . we hereby declare that Iceland through this instrument adheres to the . . . Convention and
[1956] Protocol with a reservation with respect to paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule attached to
the Convention. The reservation forms an integral part of this instrument of adherence.15

As soon as this attempt was known, considerable diplomatic and academic
discussion was generated before the 53rd IWC meeting in London in anticipation of
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the attempted reservation. When the meeting finally convened, on the first morning of
the first day of Plenary, Australia and the United States moved a formal motion that:
‘The Commission does not accept Iceland’s reservation regarding paragraph 10(e)
(i.e. that Iceland is not bound by paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule), as reflected in its
instrument of adherence.16

This motion led to two separate questions. Firstly, did the Commission have the
competence to decide this matter? On this question, ‘the Commission voted by 19
votes to 18 (1 country was absent for the vote) that it had the competence to
determine the legal status of Iceland’s reservation’.17 After that vote, the Commission
voted on the original motion that: ‘The Commission does not accept Iceland’s
reservation regarding paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule, as reflected in its instrument
of adherence.’18 This motion was then carried with 19 votes in favour. Sixteen
member nations refused to vote, believing it was illegal and three abstained. After
consultation with Commissioners, the Chairman then ruled that Iceland should ‘assist
in the meeting as an observer’.19 This ruling was then challenged, but upheld by 18
votes to 16, with three abstentions. A statement was then recorded by the dissenting
nations which suggested that: ‘In denying Iceland membership, the IWC clearly was
in contravention of customary international law’ and that this was ‘an illegal act’.20

Iceland later added:

The practice with respect to other reservations regarding the Whaling Convention supports the
above conclusion. The reservations made by Argentina in 1960, by Chile and Peru in 1979,
and by Ecuador in 1991, were not addressed by the IWC but were subject to acceptance by
individual Parties. Thus, for example, the United Kingdom formally objected to Argentina and
Peru’s reservations and the Federal Republic of Germany formally objected to Peru’s and
Ecuador’s reservations. There was no legal basis to treat Iceland’s reservation any differently.21

The general principle of international law is that a reservation with respect to an inter-
national agreement is subject to the explicit or implicit acceptance by individual parties to such
agreement. This general principle applies in the case of Iceland’s reservation as the exceptions
from that principle are not applicable. At the Annual Meeting some States maintained that the
IWC had the competence to make a decision with respect to the reservation on the basis of the
exemption rule that a reservation with respect to a constituent instrument of an international
organization is subject to acceptance by the relevant body of that organization. Iceland’s
reservation, however, does not relate to the original Whaling Convention, but to paragraph
10(e) of the Schedule attached to the Convention. The rationale behind the exemption rule is
that it is important to preserve the integrity of a constituent instrument which includes
provisions of an organizational nature. Reservations with respect to such [an] instrument are
only valid if accepted by the relevant body of the international organization.’22
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Needless to say, with such a close vote and such weighty accusations, ‘the row over
Rekyavik’s application almost split the organization in two’.23 Accordingly, the
question on which so much hangs must be answered: Was it legal to refuse Iceland’s
admission to the IWC with a conditional reservation? 

4 The IWC Tradition of Reservations
Iceland suggested that an inconsistent practice had arisen within the IWC with regard
to dealing with reservations when previous and present practices were examined. To
prove this, it offered the examples of ‘Argentina in 1960, by Chile and Peru in 1979,
and by Ecuador in 1991’.24 This choice of precedents was very selective. In fact,
counting the possibility of China, there have been five (not three) attempted
reservations to the ICRW in the past. It is the first of these — the case of Denmark in
1948 — (which Iceland omitted) which is the most interesting. This attempt
concerned Danish registered ships working within Danish waters, which Denmark
wished to be not subject to the provisions of the Schedule governing such vessels. In
doing so, it requested the United States, acting as depository, to ‘inform [Denmark] at
the earliest practicable date whether the reservation proposed by the Government of
Denmark with respect to the Convention is acceptable to each of the governments
concerned’.25

On circulation, Norway replied: ‘it is the view of the Norwegian Government that
the proposal put forward by the government of Denmark raises a question of such a
nature that it should be submitted for the consideration of the International Whaling
Commission’.26

The British agreed that the matter should go to the IWC (when established) as it
‘raises a question of principle’.27 The former Soviet Union also concurred that such a
‘question of principle’ should be discussed by the IWC.28 The USA also agreed that ‘as
this reservation would constitute an amendment to the Schedule annexed to the
Convention [it] is therefore a matter which should be submitted to the International
Whaling Commission for consideration when it is established’.29

After collating all of these views, the United States, as depository, finally replied to
Denmark:

It will be noted that certain of the signatory and adhering governments to the International
Convention on the Regulation of Whaling have stated that they cannot agree to the ratification
of the Convention with the reservation proposed by Denmark as this reservation would
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40 Department of State, ‘Status of the Whaling Convention’, (2001), at 6.

constitute an amendment to the Schedule annexed to the Convention and is therefore a matter
which should be subjected to the International Whaling Commission when it is established. In
view of the fact that, in accordance with the general principles of international law and
procedure, the assent of all signatories and adhering governments to the Convention would be
required before a reservation of the nature of that proposed by Denmark could become
effective, this Government, as depository of the Convention, considers that it could not accept
for deposit an instrument of ratification with the reservation proposed by Denmark.’30

As a result of these objections, and consistent with the unanimity rule of the time,
Denmark did not make its proposed reservations when it deposited its instrument of
ratification. Nevertheless, the incident did raise three important questions. Firstly, to
quote Norway, it was concluded that this ‘raise[d] a question of such a nature that it
should be submitted for the consideration of the International Whaling Com-
mission’.31 The USA, UK and former USSR also all agreed that the IWC was the correct
forum to determine this question. Secondly, that the issue had to be determined in
accordance with the unanimity rule (to be discussed shortly), and finally that ‘the
reservation would constitute an amendment to the Schedule’.

In the following years, Peru (in 1979),32 Chile (also in 1979) and Ecuador (in
1991)33 also attached reservations to their instruments of adherence and these did not
lead to any action by the IWC. These reservations related to matters being dealt with
in other forums, and were only of indirect relevance to the IWC. That is, their
reservations related to claims of exclusive economic sovereignty of up to 200 miles off
their coasts. These reservations were objected to by the USA,34 the United Kingdom,35

Russia36 and Germany37 on the grounds that they were inconsistent with inter-
national law (i.e., UNCLOS) but the matter was not referred to the IWC for discussion.
A similar approach followed Argentina’s reservation in 1960, pertaining to the
sovereignty of the Falklands38 (which prompted a strong reply from Britain), and a
Declaration39 by China in 1980 that any attempt by Taiwan to join the IWC was
‘illegal, null and void’.40

It is important to note that none of these later reservations were dealt with by the
IWC. The reason they were only dealt with on a bilateral basis was twofold. Firstly, the
matter was not put to the IWC for formal discussion (unlike the incidents with
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International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. It then simultaneously deposited an instrument of
re-accession with a reservation attached. See ‘Unacceptably Limiting Human Rights Protection’,
available at http://www.amnesty.org/library/Index/ENGAMR05001/999?open&of�ENG-GUY. In the
present case, the circumstances are very different. Iceland withdrew from the Convention nine years ago.
Nevertheless, on the broad basis of principle, concern may be justified in allowing situations where
countries which once had an opportunity to object, missed the opportunity, and later leave the
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48 Cook, ‘Reservations on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women’, 30 Virginia
Journal of International Law (1990) 643. M. Shaw, International Law (1997), at 648–649.

Denmark and Iceland). The probable reason that this did not occur was because the
matters raised by these other reservations did not directly relate to the business of the
IWC and were better suited for discussion in other forums. Conversely, the attempted
reservations by both Denmark and Iceland did go to the core of the IWC’s business. It
should be noted that this percentage of non-relevant reservations is also in
accordance with general practice. Indeed, findings suggest that the vast majority (70
per cent) of reservations are ‘insignificant’ and only a small percentage (6 per cent)
could be deemed ‘significant’.41

5 Reservations in International Law
Reservations to multilateral42 treaties began with the Enlightenment early in the
nineteenth century. Nevertheless, despite over two centuries of utilization, an
advisory opinion from the International Court of Justice, three examinations of the
issue by the International Law Commission, the conclusion of an international treaty,
and extensive literature on the topic, the issue remains ‘inevitably complex’.43 This is
especially so with ‘ongoing and perhaps insoluble doctrinal quarrels’44 between
theorists, over multiple questions,45 in this which deal with political,46 technical and
good faith concerns.47 Of late, this topic has become a particular problem in the area of
human rights.48
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A The Traditional Rule

The traditional rule governing reservations to multilateral conventions was that in
order to be admitted, any reservation must be consented to by all the contracting
parties to the treaty in question.49 It was believed that this approach helped maintain
the integrity of treaties, tied all parties to the same uniform obligations, and was in
broad congruence with the view that a treaty is a contract.50 These views were so
widely held that the League of Nations stipulated: ‘a reservation can only be made at
the moment of ratification if all the other signatory States agree or if such a reservation
has been provided for in the text of the Convention’.51

Although the unanimity rule was clearly articulated by the League, it was not
followed by all countries or regions who opted for a more ‘flexible’ approach.
Specifically, the Latin American approach (later adopted by the former Soviet Union)
as defined by the Pan American Union in 1932 suggested that the unanimous
agreement of all the parties to a treaty was not necessary to enable a state entering a
reservation to successfully join. Accordingly, 

1. As between States which ratify a treaty with reservations and States which accept those
reservations, the treaty applies in the form in which it may be modified by the reservations,
and,
2. As between States which ratify a treaty with reservations and States which, having already
ratified, do not accept those reservations, the treaty will not be in force.52

The second rule marked a significant departure from the unanimity rule in the
sense that it permitted a reserving state to become a party to the treaty in relation to
those contracting states which were prepared, expressly or tacitly, to accept the
reservation. In other words, a reserving state might become a party to an
inter-American convention in spite of the objections of one or more states to its
reservations. However, the Convention would not be in force as between the reserving
and the objecting states. As such, the dependence of the reserving states’ acceptance
by other parties was substantially weakened. Nevertheless, maximum participation
was achieved within a treaty. However, in the quest to protect state sovereignty over
the ideals of integrated and uniform international integration, the Pan American
system aimed to ensure that all the states would be equally bound by any legal norms
and thus stripped the multilateral treaty of its element of community. 

B The International Court of Justice and the International Law
Commission

It was not until 28 years later that a serious international attempt was made to resolve
the question of which view should predominate. The catalyst for the attempt arose in
1950 when a number of states sought to attach reservations to the Convention on the
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54 GA Res. 478 (V). General Assembly Records. Fifth Session, Agenda Item 56, A/1372, at 8, para. 46.
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Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.53 A number of countries
opposed this attempt, and because the Genocide Convention contains no provisions
governing reservations, the matter went (on the request of the General Assembly)54 to
the International Court of Justice (ICJ) for an Advisory Opinion.

The Court addressed the principle of unanimity, finding it rested ‘essentially on a
contractual conception of the absolute integrity of the Convention adopted’.55 It did
not regard this conception as having been ‘transformed into a rule of international
law’.56 Nevertheless, it did recognize that it was of ‘undisputed value as a principle’57

and attempted to find a middle ground by laying down a threshold which effectively
meant a state could not make any reservation it wished. To allow any reservations at
all would be ‘so extreme an application of the idea of state sovereignty [that] it could
lead to a complete disregard of the object and purpose of the Convention’.58 With such
considerations in mind, in seeking a more flexible approach to reservations,59 the ICJ
ruled (by seven votes to five):

That a State which has made and maintained a reservation which has been objected to by one
or more of the parties to the Convention but not by others, can be regarded as being a party to
the Convention if the reservation is compatible with the object and purpose of the Convention;
otherwise, that State cannot be regarded as being a party to the Convention. 60

Accordingly, despite the strong dissenting opinions of three judges in defence of
the unanimity rule,61 the ICJ broke the rule of absolute integrity of treaties when the
reservation concerned unessential provisions. As such, it largely followed the two Latin
American approaches. Nevertheless, the test still places a clear ‘threshold’ for the
permissibility of reservations. 62

Despite the ICJ’s ideal of a threshold (compatibility) test for reservations, the ICJ’s
movement towards a more flexible approach created more uncertainty than unity on
the issue.63 This uncertainty was furthered greatly by the fact that, shortly after the
ICJ opinion was offered, the UN General Assembly asked the International Law
Commission (ILC) to also examine the problem of reservations. The ILC, then led by
James Brierly, took the view that the ‘object and purpose’ test, as formulated by the
Court, was too subjective and was accordingly not suitable (due to the way that this
test could end up turning a multilateral treaty into an unwieldy collection of bilateral
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interpretations)64 for application to multilateral treaties in general.65 Not surprisingly,
given the fact that the ICJ and the ILC had come to different conclusions, no settled
practice emerged and countries (such as the United States) continued to follow both
the traditional unanimity approach, while others adopted the flexible approach
advocated by the ICJ. Some countries followed variations of both.66

This situation began to change in the 1960s when, with a new Special
Rapporteur, Sir Humphrey Waldock at the helm, the ILC swung against its earlier
recommendations, and came to support the ICJ approach. The ILC did this because it
believed that the international world was rapidly expanding to the point where ‘the
number of potential participants in multilateral treaties’ seemed to ‘make the
unanimity principle less appropriate and less practicable’.67 As such, the traditional
unanimity principle was deemed no longer applicable. Moreover, ‘the essential
interests of each individual state were to a very great extent safeguarded by the two
fundamental rules that . . . [the objecting state could] regard the treaty as not being in
force between it and the receiving State’.68 Accordingly, the ILC went back to the
‘compatibility test’. It did however note:

The difficulty lies in the process by which that [compatibility] principle is to be applied, and
especially where there is no other organ vested with standing competence to interpret the
treaty. Where the treaty is the constituent instrument of an international organization, the
Commission was agreed that the question is one for determination by its competent organ. It
was also agreed that where a treaty is concluded between a small group of States, unanimous
agreement to the acceptance of a reservation must be presumed to be necessary in the absence
of any contrary indication. Accordingly, the problem essentially concerns multilateral treaties
which are not constituent instruments of international organizations and which contain no
provisions in regard to reservations.69

C The 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties

Following the reconciliation of the ILC with the ICJ and the general agreement that a
more flexible approach (which retained key parts of the traditional ideals, the Latin
American ideals and the ICJ compromise was needed with regard to reservations) the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT) was finally able to be agreed. Article
19 (Formulation of Reservations) stipulated:

A State may, when signing, ratifying, accepting, approving or acceding to a treaty, formulate a
reservation unless:
(a) the reservation is prohibited by the treaty.
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70 ILC, supra note 42, at para. 98.
71 A. Pellet, First Report on the Law and Practice Relating to Reservations to Treaties. A/CN.4/470. 30 May

1995, at para. 157.

(b) The treaty provides that only specified reservations . . . may be made.
(c) In cases not falling under sub-paragraphs (a) or (b) the reservation is incompatible with the
object and purpose of the treaty (emphasis added).

Article 20 (Acceptance of and Objection to Reservations) added:

1. A reservation expressly authorized by a treaty does not require any subsequent acceptance
by the other contracting States unless the treaty so provides.
2. When it appears from the limited number of negotiating States and the object and purpose of a
treaty that the application of the treaty in its entirety between all parties is an essential
condition of the consent of each one to be bound by the treaty, a reservation requires acceptance
by all the parties.
3. When a treaty is a constituent instrument of an international organization and unless it otherwise
provides, a reservation requires the acceptance of the competent organ of that organization.
4. In cases not falling under the preceding paragraphs . . . (emphasis added).

D The VCLT as Customary International Law

When the ILC re-examined the question of reservations between 1993 and 1999,
there was a ‘consensus in the Commission that there should be no change’ in the
relevant provisions of the VCLT. This consensus reflected the view that the VCLT
regime on reservations ‘achieves a satisfactory balance between the objectives of
preservation of the integrity of the text of the treaty and universality of participation in
the treaty.’70 Moreover, it was suggested that the VCLT, especially the sections on
reservations, now represents customary international law.71 The importance of the
VCLT now representing customary international law, especially in the debate about
the IWC, should not be overlooked. This is because Article 4 of the VCLT explained
that ‘the Convention applies only to treaties which are conducted by States after the
entry into force of the present Convention with regard to such States’. Given the fact
that the ICRW was concluded 23 years before the VCLT, a certain difficulty appears to
arise. However, this is subverted by the first sentence of Article 4 which states:
‘Without prejudice to the application of any rules set forth in the present Convention
to which treaties would be subject under international law independently of the
Convention.’ The ‘without prejudice’ sentence would appear to make clear that
principles of customary international law codified in the VCLT continue to apply to
treaties such as the ICRW. This is especially so when the actions of the IWC in the
2001 debate over Iceland (and the move from unanimous to majority opposition) are
examined below. These demonstrate how the IWC adopted some of the VCLT
principles and moved partly away from its old precedents.
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72 Article 19(A).
73 See GA Res. 598 (VI). 12 Jan. 1952.
74 Nevertheless, in some extreme historical instances states have still tried to register their reservations. This

happened when Switzerland joined the League of Nations, but wanted a reservation to express their
neutrality. See Hudson, ‘Membership in the League of Nations’, 17 AJIL (1924) 439.

75 Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer (1985). TIAS11097.txt. See Article 18.
76 Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer. 26 ILM (1987) 1529. Article 18.
77 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. UNCED. A/AC.237 /18 (Part II)/Add.1. 15

May 1992. Article 24.
78 Adoption of the Kyoto Protocol. FCCC/CP/L.7. Article 26.
79 The Convention on Biological Diversity. UNEP/Bio.Div/CONF. 12 ILM (1992) 954. Article 37.
80 Biosafety Protocol. This is available at http://www.biodiv.org/biosafety/protocol.asp. Article 38.
81 The Convention on Migratory Species of Wild Animals. BH752.txt. Article XIV.
82 Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna. 12 ILM (1973)

1055. Article XXIII.
83 Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty (1991). BH992.txt. See Article 24.
84 Convention on the Control of Trans-boundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal, 21

ILM (1989) 657. Article 26.
85 Convention on Desertification. A/AC.241/27. 12 September 1994. See Article 37.

6 Applying the VCLT to Iceland’s Reservation at the IWC
Working upon the assumption that the VCLT represents the customary international
law on reservations, it is now appropriate to work through the VCLT, with regard to
Iceland’s attempted reservation.

A The Reservation is Prohibited by the Treaty

The first provision of the VCLT on dealing with reservations is that reservations are
not allowed if ‘the reservation is prohibited by the treaty’.72 Although there is nothing
in the ICRW which prohibits reservations, it is useful to note the way that
international environmental law has largely evolved on this question. Indeed, as the
uncertainties on reservations began to emerge in the late 1950s, the UN General
Assembly recommended that future conventions should directly address the possibil-
ities of reservations, so as to avoid this labyrinth in the future.73 Accordingly, in the
formation of treaties, the deliberating parties have been asked to consider whether
they wish to admit reservations or not. From these deliberations it has become
apparent that a number of instruments expressly prohibit reservations.74 This has
become a very common (but not exclusive) approach with international regimes
concerned with international law. For example, no reservations may be taken on the
international regimes which protect the ozone layer (the Vienna Convention75 and
the Montreal Protocol)76 the regimes which protect the climate (the Framework
Convention on Climate Change77 and the Kyoto Protocol),78 and multiple regimes
which deal with (terrestrial) biodiversity, such as the Convention on Biodiversity,79

the Biosafety Protocol,80 the Convention on Migratory Species,81 and the Convention
on Trade in Endangered Species.82 Important conservation agreements such as the
Madrid Protocol for Environmental Protection in the Antarctic,83 the Basel Conven-
tion on the Trade in Toxic Waste,84 the Convention on Desertification,85 also all
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86 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (1982). BH825.txt. Article 309.
87 United Nations Conference on Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks: Agreement for

the Implementation of the Provisions of the United Nations Convention of the Law of the Sea of 10
December 1982, Relating to the Conservation and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly
Migratory Fish Stocks, 34 ILM (1995) 1542. See Article 42.

88 Convention for the Prohibition of Fishing with Long Driftnets in the South Pacific (and Protocols) (24
November 1989) BH954.txt (29 ILM (1990) 1454). Article 11.

89 Convention on the Conservation and Management of Highly Migratory Fish Stocks in the Western and
Central Pacific Ocean (2000) Article 37, available at http://www.oceanlaw.net/texts/htm.

90 Framework Agreement for the Conservation of Living Marine Resources on the High Seas of the South
Pacific, Article 18, available at http://www.oceanlaw.net/texts/htm.

91 See Hafner, ‘Environmental Issues within the Work of the International Law Commission’, 11 YBIEL
(2001) 3, at 30–32.

92 See A. Gillespie, The Illusion of Progress: Unsustainable Development in International Law (2001), at Ch. 10.
93 ICJ, supra note 62, at 22, 26.

prohibit reservations. The same practice is followed by many contemporary regimes
designed to improve the international governance of the oceans. The United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea,86 the Straddling Stocks Agreement,87 the
Convention Prohibiting Driftnets in the South Pacific88 and recent regional fishery
agreements such as those relating to the Western and Central Pacific89 and the South
Pacific.90 Although this list is by no means exhaustive of international environmental
law (and a few earlier examples to the contrary do exist) it is possible to assert that the
majority of important international environmental law documents are moving
towards a situation of not allowing reservations. Even within treaties which do allow
such reservations, it is possible to argue that within the more normative international
environmental treaties, reservations are increasingly viewed with unease.91 This
refusal to tolerate reservations is probably implicitly due to the above concerns about
fragmenting conventions, and especially those where international cooperation of the
highest, not lowest common order is desired.92 Indeed, by refusing to even tolerate the
consideration of reservations, those thinking of joining a convention know exactly
what the contents of the contract are that they are contemplating.

B The Object and Purpose of a Treaty

The second possibility (for our purposes) under the VCLT for prohibiting reservations
is that the reservation is incompatible with the object and purpose of a treaty. Despite
the compatibility hurdle being very clearly set out, the test is not significantly
explained or reinforced elsewhere in the VCLT’s articles on reservations. Nevertheless,
some guidance may be taken from the ICJ’s Genocide Opinion, which suggested that
the compatibility of a reservation with the object and purpose of a treaty must be
measured on a case-by-case basis, based upon the treaty’s ‘character, . . . purpose,
[and] provisions’.93
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94 Article 31 of the VCLT recognizes that preambles may be used ‘for the purpose of interpretation of a
treaty’. See Article 31(2).

95 Diplomatic Note from Iceland to New Zealand, 2 August 2001. Iceland quotes from preambular
paragraphs 3 and 7.

96 Paragraph 10(e). Schedule of the International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling (2001), at 13.

1 The Purpose and Provisions of the ICRW

With regard to the ICRW, the purpose of the Convention, is well reflected in the
provisions of its preamble.94 This explains that the parties to the ICRW, have
subscribed to, inter alia:

safeguard[ing] for future generations the great natural resources represented by the whale
stocks;
protect[ing] all species of whales from further over-fishing;
[seeking] the optimum level of whale stocks;
[provide] an interval for recovery to certain species of whales now depleted in numbers;
[and] establish a system of international regulation for the whale fisheries to ensure proper and
effective conservation and development of whale stocks.

Interestingly, Iceland also concurred that in determining the object and purpose of
an agreement such as the ICRW, the preamble has a high value.95 Its Commissioner
highlighted the preambular paragraphs 3 and 7 which state:

Recognising that the whale stocks are susceptible of natural increases if whaling is properly
regulated, and the increases in the size of whales stocks will permit increases in the number of
whales which may be captured without endangering these natural resources;

Having decided to conclude a convention for the proper conservation of whale stocks and
thus make possible the orderly development of the whaling industry.

Obviously, these preambular paragraphs take a somewhat larger conservation
focus than those offered by Iceland. However, although I believe that the ones I offered
are just as legitimate in interpreting the treaty, by way of reducing difficulties, I shall
just utilize the preambular paragraphs that Iceland offered to show how their
reservation is inconsistent with the preambular paragraphs they suggest are the most
illustrative for interpreting the object and purpose of the treaty. The two points I wish
to highlight from the Icelandic preambular paragraphs are firstly, that ‘whaling
[should be] properly regulated’ and the ‘whaling industry’ should be subject to
‘orderly development’. Secondly, that whales should only be captured without
endangering these natural resources’.

In order to examine these objectives, it is necessary to fully examine the subject of
the Icelandic reservation. Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule states:

Notwithstanding the other provisions of paragraph 10, catch limits for the killing for
commercial purposes of whales from all stocks for the 1986 coastal and the 1985/86 pelagic
seasons and thereafter shall be zero. This provision will be kept under review, based upon the
best scientific advice, and by 1990 at the latest the Commission will undertake a
comprehensive assessment of the effects of this decision on whale stocks and consider
modification of this provision and the establishment of other catch limits.96

Paragraph 10(e) is commonly regarded as the paragraph that established the
so-called ‘moratorium’ on commercial whaling (although 21,416 whales have been
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98 See Appendix 2. Resolution on Developing Revised Management Procedures. IWC, 32nd Report (1982)

35.
99 IWC, 33rd Report (1983), at 21; IWC, 34th Report (1984), at 30; IWC, 36th Report (1986), at 12–13;

IWC, 37th Report (1987), at 12–14; IWC, 39th Report (1989), at 13–15; IWC, 40th Report. (1990), at
17–21; IWC, 41st Report (1991), at 16–19.

100 Appendix 4. Resolution on the Revised Management Procedure. IWC, 42nd Report (1992), at 47–48.
101 IWC, 42nd Report (1994), at 47–48.
102 Appendix 5. IWC Resolution 1994–5. Resolution on the Revised Management Scheme. IWC, 45th

Report (1995), at 43–44.
103 See Appendix 3. Resolution on the Revised Management Scheme. IWC, 43rd Report (1993), at 40.
104 See Gillespie, ‘The Search for an Effective Compliance Regime at the International Whaling Commission’,

Journal of Ocean Development and International Law (forthcoming).

killed between 1986 and 2000).97 A large part of the justification of the moratorium
was to realign the overall management regime of the IWC. Against a background of
calls for a global moratorium, and recurring uncertainties in stock numbers and catch
quotas, the earlier management regimes were replaced in 198198 at the same time
that a comprehensive stock assessment was undertaken.99 Within ten years, the
objectives of the new management regime were established.100 These were/are:

● Stability of catch limits which would be desirable for the orderly development of
the whaling industry.

● Acceptable risk that a stock not be depleted (at a certain level of probability) below
some chosen level so that the risk of extinction is not seriously increased by
exploitation.

● Making possible the highest possible continuing yield from the stock.

The remarkable similarity between the preambular paragraphs which Iceland has
highlighted and the objectives for the Revised Management Procedure (RMP) cannot
be lightly overlooked. However, the overt irony (and hence a background reason why
many countries objected to Iceland’s attempted reservation) is that Iceland, by
objecting to paragraph 10(e), was objecting to the very process which aims to
facilitate these goals. These goals are intricately connected to the RMP which,
although being agreed in the early 1990s,101 has been forced to take a number of
‘additional steps’ to complete the Procedure.102 These included consideration of how
much factors such as environmental change, ‘human induced mortalities’ (by-catch)
and the falsification of earlier Soviet Whaling data should be taken into account
within the catch limit algorithms. Additional non-scientific aspects which make up
the Revised Management Scheme (RMS) which have to be concluded before the
Scheme can become operative include a fully suitable inspection and observation
regime.103 In many regards, it has been this last consideration that has been the
primary sticking point to concluding the RMS since the late 1990s and the signatories
to the ICRW have had numerous special meetings in an attempt to solve the problem
and establish an overall compliance procedure which all sides are happy with.104

In sum, since the imposition of the moratorium, the IWC has been struggling to
work out the best estimates of whale stocks to prevent endangerment of species, a
suitable procedure by which to facilitate so-called ‘sustainable catch limits’ and to
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107 IWC, 33rd Report (1983), at 21.

develop essential mechanisms — such as an inspection and observation regime — by
which the traditional whaling industry may be updated. The moratorium has been/is
the breathing space in which these key objectives have been pursued. Moreover,
many of these objectives have not yet been completed. As such, a central justification
for the moratorium remains. By objecting to the moratorium, Iceland would in
essence be pursuing whaling upon species which have not only not been approved by
the IWC, but nor has the inspection and observation mechanisms by which the
whaling is supposed to be controlled. Exactly how avoiding these developments and
processes within the IWC would further the development of the traditional whaling
industry is a mystery.

2 The Character of the ICRW, and the Importance of Section 10(e)

The second suggestion put forward by the ICJ for ascertaining the object and purpose
of a treaty pertains to its ‘character’.105 The importance of section 10(e) to the
character of the ICRW and the workings of the IWC cannot be underestimated.
Indeed, it is possible to assert that the moratorium is arguably the core of the IWC’s
current character. This assertion can be made when the history of the moratorium is
examined.

The movement towards the moratorium, which began in the early 1970s, was
intricately connected with the repeated failure of the IWC to come to grips with its
overt mismanagement problems in the first three decades of its existence. This failure
led to calls from international forums (such as the 1972 Stockholm Conference)106 for
an immediate international moratorium on all commercial whaling. Thereafter, for
the following 10 years acrimonious debate flowed back and forth at the IWC between
those who argued for the moratorium, and those who objected to it. Finally, in 1982,
at the 34th meeting of the IWC, the proposals to end all commercial whaling gained
the requisite three-quarters majority. This was despite objections from Norway, the
Soviet Union, Japan and Iceland.107

After this long journey to obtain the moratorium, and the subsequent journey to
complete all of the necessary components of the RMS, it is possible to assert that
paragraph 10(e) is now a core part of the ICRW’s character. Moreover, attempting to
set a reservation against paragraph 10(e) is also contrary to the object and purposes of
the ICRW as displayed in its preamble, and acted out in the process since the
moratorium to achieve the RMS.

C ‘A Limited Number of Negotiating States’

Working through the VCLT, the third section which deserves attention is Article
20(2) which stipulates:
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108 F. Horn, Reservations and Interpretative Declarations to Multilateral Treaties (1986), at 123.
109 Sinclair, supra note 43, at 34.

When it appears from the limited number of negotiating States and the object and purpose of a
treaty that the application of the treaty in its entirety between all parties is an essential
condition of the consent of each one to be bound by the treaty, a reservation requires acceptance
by all the parties. (emphasis added)

This paragraph represents the concession within the VCLT to the traditional rule of
reservations in international law. However, although the traditional principle still has
a clear applicability in some cases, the first part of the sentence (‘a limited number of
negotiating states’) clearly restricts where it may have an application. A limited
number of states has been interpreted as meaning a grouping whose relations are ‘so
closely interwoven that any alteration in the legal relations between two parties has
inevitable repercussions’ for other parties.108 Although efforts to establish numerical
criteria for defining a ‘restricted’ treaty are not to be found, the emphasis is clearly
upon a small number, working in ‘very close co-operation’.109

Interestingly, with regard to the ICRW it would appear that this was the practice
that was initially adopted. Indeed, when the Convention was concluded, there were
only 12 signatories and, in accordance with the practice of the time, the unanimity
rule — as displayed in the Denmark example above — was followed. However, in a
clear situation of evolution, when the Iceland example appeared in 2001, the
membership of the IWC had grown to over 40 countries and the matter was dealt with
by majority vote, as opposed to unanimity. It may be arguable to suggest that the IWC
could have followed its earlier precedent, as nothing in substance had challenged this
approach. However, this was not the case in 2001, and as such, it would appear that
the IWC broke from its traditional path on this unanimity issue.

D The Decision by the Competent Organ, as Created through Its
Constituent Instrument

The third and final section to consider in deciding the legitimacy of a reservation
ultimately relates to how the decision on the admissibility of a proposed reservation is
determined and applied. The applicable section is Article 20(3) which stipulates:

When a treaty is a constituent instrument of an international organization and unless it
otherwise provides, a reservation requires the acceptance of the competent organ of that
organization.

This short sentence raises five detailed issues. The first two issues relate to whether
international organizations or individual states should decide collectively or on an
ad-hoc basis on reservations, and if an international organization suitable for
examining the reservation exists, whether the ICRW is the constituent instrument of
an international organization. The final three issues are concerned with the
acceptance by the competent organ of that organization, how that acceptance is to be
recorded and, finally, if there is any difference between a reservation to the constituent
instrument itself or its associated protocols, annexes, and so on.
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1 Individual or Collective Responses to Reservations

Where a reservation has been entered, the question arises as to who is to determine its
effect: Is it the individual state parties or the institution within its collective identity?
Prior to the 1969 VCLT this remained an open and sometimes controversial question,
and practice was mixed.110 Sometimes the organization decided the question,111 and
sometimes it was decided individually by the members on the principles of
unanimity112 after either the depository or the constituent organ113 distributed the
reservations to the members. The practice of the governing body of the organization
deciding the issue was not eclipsed by Article 20(3), which clearly opted for a
‘collegiate system’ of reservations (if a suitable organ exists for this purpose). The
important clue of why the collegiate, as opposed to the unilateral approach, is given
preference is from the sentence following ‘acceptance of the competent organ’. The
key words are: ‘In cases not falling under the preceding paragraphs. . .’ (emphasis
added). As such, if a reservation cannot be satisfactorily dealt with by the constituent
organization, then the VCLT then sets out a secondary sequence of possible
alternatives for individual countries in Article 20(4)(a)–(d). This secondary sequence
of possible alternatives clearly favours the reserving state. Conversely, if the
reservation can be dealt with inside sections 20(1)–(3) then it becomes much harder
for a state with a reservation to achieve success. However, before the secondary
sequence can be activated, it is first necessary to see if the reservation can be dealt with
within Article 20(3).

2 Is There a ‘Competent Organ’ Available to Examine the Reservation?

It is the availability of a competent organ which is the primary difficulty in this area.
Indeed, as noted above, the International Law Commission recognized nearly 40
years ago114 that the difficulty lies in the process by which that compatibility principle
is to be applied, and especially where there is no other organ vested with standing
competence to interpret the treaty. Accordingly, the question arises, did the
constituent instrument establish a ‘competent organ’ to deal with this question?
Philippe Sands gave a pointer in the way that this question may be answered. He
suggested:

As most constituent instruments do not address this question, it will therefore be the organ
which is charged with deciding on the candidacy of a state wishing to join the organization
which will adjudge the reservation. Ultimately this may go to a plenary organ or, if one has
been provided for, a judicial or other body charged with authoritative interpretation.115

The alternative situation — where there is no single authoritative body which
might decide if a reservation is contrary to the object and purposes of a treaty — is
ultimately a scenario of ‘great confusion’ as each state is forced to individually decide
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upon the admissibility of the reservation in accordance with Article 20(4)(a)–(d),
whereby ‘the unity of the treaty’ may be ‘destroyed as a result of the establishment of a
complex network of bilateral agreements’.116

3 The Constituent Instrument of an International Organization

The constituent instrument of an international organization is almost always a treaty.
The constituent instrument will provide for the functions and objects of the
organization, and indicate how they will be achieved.117 The unique feature of a
constituent instrument is that it creates an organ with an identity distinct from that of
the individual member states. As such, the organization has its own legal personality.
Personality is shorthand for the proposition that an entity is endowed by international
law with legal capacity. Personality may be expressly granted by the founding
document118 or implied by the actions of the international organization.119 The ICRW
is clearly the constituent instrument of the International Whaling Commission,
because as Article III of the ICRW stipulates: ‘The Contracting Governments agree to
establish an International Whaling Commission’ and then proceeds to elaborate on
the make-up of the Commission. The Commission is further strengthened by fulfilling
additional requirements to enhance its independence and identity.120 Accordingly, on
the first question, it may be suggested that the ICRW is the constituent instrument of
the IWC, which is a valid international organization in itself.

4 The Acceptance of the Competent Organ of that Organization

When a competent organization has the authority to decide upon the admissibility of a
reservation, a question arises over how that should be done. That is, what procedural
method should be utilized in ascertaining what is a suitable majority of states
necessary to accept the reservation? Since the decision does not arise under Article
20(2), the only certainty is that it need not be done by a unanimous process. As such,
within most conventions, depending upon what the reservation is in respect of, it will
depend upon the applicable Rules of Procedure and whether weighted majority voting
is necessary. Within the IWC, when this matter was dealt with in 2001, it was decided
by a simple majority voting in accordance with the IWC’s Rules of Procedure.121 This
was despite the fact that the United States had earlier suggested that the matter should
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be seen as being related to a specific instance that necessitated a three-quarters
approval for the reservation.122

5 Reservations to the Instrument and/or Its Supporting Schedules or Annexes

The final consideration which deserves attention under this section pertains to
Iceland’s suggestion that as its attempted reservation only applied to the Schedule and
not to the actual constituent instrument of the ICRW, then it was not possible for the
IWC to object to that reservation. In its own words:

At the Annual Meeting some States maintained that the IWC had the competence to make a
decision with respect to the reservation on the basis of the exemption rule that a reservation
with respect to a constituent instrument of an international organization is subject to
acceptance by the relevant body of that organization. Iceland’s reservation, however, does not
relate to the original Whaling Convention, but to paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule attached to
the Convention. The rationale behind the exemption rule is that it is important to preserve the
integrity of a constituent instrument which includes provisions of an organizational nature.
Reservations with respect to such [an] instrument are only valid if accepted by the relevant
body of the international organization.123

This suggestion is mistaken for three reasons. Firstly, the VCLT makes no
distinction between where the reservation is attached. As such, the competent organ
has the ability to examine reservations attached to the constituent instrument, or its
connected Schedules/Annexes. Secondly, this ability for the competent organ
suggests a reading whereby connected Schedules/Annexes, etc. are considered to be
‘integral’ to the constituent instruments and cannot be lightly severed, which Iceland
appears to be implying. Finally, the precedent which Iceland seems to be seeking
comes from the CITES and CMS treaties where clear distinctions are drawn within
their constituent documents for this kind of split. However, such splits do not occur
within the ICRW, and the precedent of the IWC on the early Denmark reservation
shows that the matter of a reservation to the Schedule was clearly within the IWC.

7 The Aftermath
Once the question of permissibility of a reservation is decided by the constituent body,
the issue becomes what happens next? At this point, two options occur. The first is
that the reservation is deemed unacceptable, in terms of relations between those who
objected to the reservation and the country whose attempt failed, and the options they
face. The second is the exact opposite of the first, when the reservation is successful.

With regard to the first question, in terms of the options faced by the refused
country, it is possible for the refused country to consider severing its reservation from
their application. Whether this is possible or not will depend on how closely attached
the reservation is to the application. Clearly, with the Icelandic case, given that the
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124 This is noted in a document by the Department of State, ‘Status of the Whaling Convention’ (2001) 7.
125 Redgewell, supra note 47, at 245; Shaw, supra note 76, at 647.

‘[t]he reservation form[ed] an integral part of this instrument of adherence’124 this was
not possible. From the Icelandic perspective, this was a correct choice, as with their
third attempt they were successful — and they did not need to sever their reservation
from their application. The fact that Iceland was successful leads on to the second part
of the consideration for the first question: What becomes of treaty relations between
the state whose reservation was refused by the competent organ and the dissenting
states within the competent organ who disagreed with the majority (and argued that
the reservation should be admissible)? On this question, in terms of international
practice, there is no definitive answer as state practice on this specific question is
inconclusive.125 Unfortunately, the Icelandic instance did not progress this lacuna, as
the space of time between the failed and successful attempts was so short, very little
consideration, let alone precedents were offered.

Conversely, when dealing with the aftermath of a successful reservation, which has
ultimately been accepted by the constituent organization as with the Icelandic
example, a series of interesting precedents are developing. The question is, how do the
dissenting countries, which attempted to block the entry with the reservation and lost
the vote, deal with the country which was successful? As of 2003, as the fallout of
Iceland’s success was being examined, two approaches were developing. The
commonality with both approaches is their notification to the Depository of their
individual objections to Iceland’s reservation, noting its inconsistency with the
objectives and purposes of the Convention. However, thereafter, the approaches
diverge. On the one hand, a number of countries, despite noting their objection, note
that their objection does not preclude entry into force of the Convention between their
country and Iceland. On the other hand, some countries maintain that because of
both the substance of the reservation, and the manner in which they ultimately
gained acceptance, Iceland would not be considered by them a member of the IWC.
Exactly how these divergences will work out on the floor is very uncertain. 

8 Conclusion
The IWC’s initial rejection of Iceland’s assertion for membership of the IWC, which
was conditional on acceptance of their reservation to the moratorium on commercial
whaling, was in accordance with the international law on reservations. Indeed, in
accordance with the VCLT, the IWC initially prohibited the reservation as it was
originally deemed incompatible with the object and purpose of a treaty. This
incompatibility was evident through the text and character of the ICRW. The original
decision on the question of whether Iceland’s reservation was incompatible was
correctly decided by the IWC, which is the competent organ of that organization (as
empowered through the ICRW), which is the constituent instrument of that
organization. When Iceland finally gained membership in 2002, the majority
(implicitly) held that the reservation was not incompatible with the ICRW. At this
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point, a divergence of views by the countries dissenting to Iceland’s admission opened
up (over whether to ultimately accept them or not). In this regard, it is possible that
those who have continued to accept that Iceland has membership have in part missed
the substance of what the reservations debate was about in 2001 and 2002 —
whether the governing body acting democratically through the constituent instru-
ment of an international organization has the power to decide that question. As such,
whether the decision is ultimately yea or nay is not necessarily the most important
concern. Rather, it is the fact that members within international organizations have
the ability to make such decisions, and ultimately control the integrity of their own
conventions. Thus, objections should be made, and limited treaty rights on the
reservation question between parties should be acknowledged, but so too should
Iceland’s ultimate membership — this time.




